
Project proposal Bright Minds Assistantships – February 2020 

Constructing a 14th-century AD palaeoDEM of the Lower Rhine  
GIS-project combining interpolation techniques, lidar-data and historic river courses 
 
Department:   Physical Geography          
Research group: Rhine-Meuse Delta Studies  
Supervisor:  Dr Kim Cohen (k.m.cohen@uu.nl / 030-2535774, email is preferred) 
 

Project description 
In our project ‘Floods of the Past, Design for the Future (2016-2021)’ we are doing research on historic 
extreme floods of the Lower Rhine: the part of the river between Bonn/Cologne in Germany and the 
Rhine delta  in the Netherlands. The approach to this comes down to (1) ‘reconstructing the landscape 
and heights of floods’ and (2) ‘feeding this to numerical simulation models, to find the matching 
discharge waves’. The key product transferred from (1) to (2) is a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the 
river and floodplain, that is valid for the historic case.  
 
We have now developed good methods for reconstructing DEMs for medieval situations (Van der 
Meulen et al., submitted) and created a starting point paleoDEM for the year ~800AD. This began with 
modern Lidar data for the large study area and stripping it from all anthropogenic features from it 
(back to natural floodplain). For the central zone in paleoDEM area that shows reworking by river 
activity of the last 1000 years, we developed techniques for modern feature removal and re-inserting 
reconstructed feature interpolation on the 800-AD case. This is currently being used in a HECRAS 
numerical flood simulation (Van der Meulen et al., in prep.) of a particular extreme flood event thought 
to have taken place in the year 784/85 AD at the end of the Dark Ages. We want to do this also  for 
major flood events1 known to have taken place in 1342 and 1374 AD, but for that we need to first copy 
and upgrade the palaeoDEM, for which we seek Bright Mind assistance (BMA). 
 
The BMA would be tasked with repeating the central-zone reconstruction step, but now for the 
channel positions around 1350-AD. The workflow steps foreseen are: (1) digitally reconstruct channel 
position of the Rhine in 1350 from historic literature (source materials are already collected by 
researchers); (2) reconstruct the reworking area (again: source materials already collected); (3) 
execute the ‘central zone’ paleoDEM reconstruction technique using the above data and the 784/85-
PaleoDEM product; (4) keeping a workflow notebook, documenting the source materials incorporated 
and GIS-processing settings used. 
 

Job requirements 
• Earth Sciences (River Geomorphology) or Human Geography (GIS Historical Geography) student 
• Interest in historical data / natural river landscapes 
• Completed basic GIS training covering vector-digitalization and grid interpolation techniques. e.g.:  

- GEO3-4308 Hands on GIS (BSc Aardwetenschappen);  
- GEO3-3024 Advanced GIS (BSc Sociale Geografie & PLanologie) 

                                                           
1 Buisman, 1996; Toonen, 2013; Cohen et al. 2016:  https://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/329229 
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